Introduction
Let P(a), 0 < a < 1, denote the class of functions h, with h(0) = 1 regular in K = K(0,1),
where K(a,r) = {z : \z -a\ < r}, and satisfying the condition Reh(z) > a for z G K, and let P(0) = P. Let Sp , where p is a positive integer, denote the class of functions / of the form The class CS*(a) was investigated by Al-Amiri [1] , Kulkarni and Thakare [4] , Sakaguchi [7] , Krzyz and Rade [3] , MacGregor [5] and others.
Let A denote a subclass of the class of functions regular in K. DEFINITION 
Let B(A)
denote the set of all pairs (|a|, r), where a 6 K, |a| < r < 1 -|a|, such that any function / G A maps the disk K(a,r) onto a domain starlike with respect to the origin.
Putting a = 0, we obtain the radius of starlikeness for the class A. The set B(A) was determined for A = S* by Rahmanow [6] , for A = S*(a), S c by Stankiewicz and Switoniak [8] , for A = S by Switoniak [9] and for A = CS* by Dziok [2] .
In this paper we determined the set B(CS*(a)) for the a-close-to-star functions.
The following lemma is useful for our main result.
LEMMA [9] . Let f be a regular function in K, a € K, \a\ < r < 1 -|a|. 
and let us put (2.5)
If (|a|, r) G B, then the function / maps the disk K(a,r) onto a domain starlike with respect to the origin. The result is sharp for p/2 < a < p, and for 0 < a < p/2 the set B can not be larger than B". It means that
Proof. Let z = a + re ifl , 0 < 0 < 211. Since the function e~i s f(e is z), s e R, z E K, belongs to the class CS*(a) together with the function /, we may assume without the loss of generality that a is real and nonnegative.
Let / G CS*(a). Thus there exists a function g G S*(a) which satisfies
the jj^ -h(z), where h G P, or equivalently
Because g G S*(a), therefore G P( a /p)-Since the domain of variability of the functional h in the class P(a/p) is known, we have zg'(z) _ a _ ( _ a\ 1 + \z 12
Thus, after some calculations, we obtain
Logarithmic differentiation of the equality (2.8) gives
Using the well-known estimate for \h'(z)/h(z)\ in the class P, we have 
) + p + 4r((l + p -a) + Ayjrp(l + p -a)

B = (p -2a)(a 2 -r 2 ) + p + 4r(l + p -a) -4^rp(l + p -a)
Let D = {(a, r) € R 2 :0<a<r<l -a}. First we discuss the case 0 < a < p/2. Thus the inequality (2. Let 7 denote the boundary of the set B\ = {(a, r) £ R 2 ;B < 0}. But 7 is the curve which is tangent to the straight lines r -a and r = q -a at the points •Si^ijPi) and 52(r2,?-r2), respectively, where ri,r2,q are defined by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Moreover 7 cuts the straight line a = 0 at the points
We have 0 < r3 < r^ < q and ro >q. Thus -2a)(r -a)(r -a -q')(r -a -q) where q is defined by (2.3) and q' = p(l + p -a -y/(l-a) 2 + 2p) -1 . Since q' > 1 and 0 < q < 1 hold for 0 < a < p/2, we see that (r -a)(r -a -q') < 0 and the inequality w(r -a) > 0 is true, if
The inequality XQ < r -a may be written in the form
The hyperbola hi, which is the boundary of the set of all pairs (a, r) € R 2 satisfying (2.20), cuts the line a = r at the point Si and the line a=0 at the points
We have 7-3 < 7-5 < > q. Thus, finally, we describe the set 0 2 = <(a,r): < 0 < a < r for 0 < r < r3 and (r + a)(r + a -q') < 0 hold for a < r < 1 -a, we conclude that the inequality w(r -a) > 0 is true if
The inequality xo < r + a may be written in the form
The hyperbola /i2, which is the boundary of the set of all pairs (a, r) E D satisfying (2.23), cuts the line a + r = q at the point S2 and the line a=0 for r = Thus we determine the set 03=<(a,r) ^ \Jt 2 -(y/p -r(l p -a)) 2 /(p -2a) < a < q -r for r^ < r < 0 < a < q -r for T4 < r < q
The union of the sets 81,62,63 gives the set 8'. Thus Remark. Finally let us observe, that taking a=0, we obtain the radius of starlikeness for the class CS*(a), while, taking a = 0 and p = 1, we have the result due to Dziok [2] .
